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Changing the future of remote work for busy bees



Workbee aims to be the premier coworking space
marketplace for hosts to rent out both public and
private work spaces to tenants. Our marketplace will
include specialty work spaces that may offer
professional equipment, and allow the hosts to make
their own rules. This platform is geared towards
providing a flexible solution for individuals such as
students, freelancers, and remote workers.

What is Workbee?
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Empathize Ideate

Prototype Test

Define
Define the challenge & explore

the human context
Research, observe, understand

& create a point of view
Brainstorm ideas good & bad,

don't stop at the obvious

Start creating, experiment, fail,
cheap & fast

Implement the product, show &
don't tell, and refine

Design Process
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We used Miro, a
whiteboarding tool,
to brainstorm &
organize ideas 

We decided on the WorkBee
concept because:

Remote work was on the rise
due to the COVID-19 pandemic
Students & remote workers
seek conducive environments
to get work done
As students and freelancers,
we personally knew the
struggle of finding a reliable
workspace
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Brainstorming
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Market Research

More people work remotely after COVID-19

56% of respondents expect to work remotely at least part-time, only
35% expect to return to full-time, in-person roles at work

Choice, mobility and autonomy are words that describe workstyles in the
future. As the role of the office evolves, so too will its design, location
and utilization. 

Flexible office space is poised to play a significant role in this evolution
as it allows enterprise occupiers to better balance supply and demand in
the future.

Flexible office spaces have become the new trend
Coworking space is increasingly usedHave more flexible choice of working places
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Expected Return to Work After COVID-19
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Coworking industry has a large
market size and is increasing yearly

Market size
Flexible working space becomes the
new normal under the influence of
covid-19

Covid-19 Influence
Operators who have own
workspaces and provide them are
the main type of coworking
companies

Competitors

4 Startups/SME, freelancers, enterprise users
are the traditional main target populations
Students and large companies become the
potential customers after Covid-19

Target Audience
Medium and large companies tend to remain
in a remote working status in the future, and
flexible office space will be a solution to
provide a network of locations for the
employees. Students who need to take online
classes develop the need of coworking space.

Vision
Owners and operators should have
clear, written, anti-discrimination
and anti-harassment policies
applicable to employees and users of
the space alike. 

Policy

Market Research Takeaways
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Competitive
Analysis

Competitors have not started to
provide both public and private
workspaces on one platform yet

Opportunity:

The field of coworking providers is
mature
Some companies have provided
coworking space rental services as
the middle-man platforms

Challenge:
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Stakeholder Interview Survey
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Users who want to work in
public spaces need to know the
seat availability in advance
because having a seat when
they arrive and focusing on
their work in a conducive
environment is important for
them.

Pain Point:
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HMW encourage hosts to provide
seat availability information, so
that it's accurate and reliable?

HMW collect data of seats in a
workspace, so that we can

calculate the number of seats left?

HMW help users find a substitute
quickly when no seats in a

workspace, so that they won’t
waste time searching?

HMW provide availability
information to users, so that they

can make the decision?

Rewards

HMW retain user loyalty to our
app over competitors' options?

Receive monetary incentives from our
platform, checking users in and out in

return

Check in & check out (QR code,
users charged on a per-hour

basis with the option to extend
time or leave early)

Reservation in advance

Geolocation of mobile devices

Rewards for users for providing
information

Game-ify it using a points/credits
system

Available workspaces nearby
according to user location

Ability to book seats either at the
next available timing

Use Google Maps to indicate the
visitors flow rate

Ai suggestions based on their
behavior history

time spent at workspace, preferred
ambience/amenity settings, …

Differentiate our product by: offering
per-hour bookings instead of per-
day, offering both private & public

space rental

Offer a subscription pass that
rewards users when they use the app

through: offering exclusive food &
beverage discounts at public

workspaces in order to incentivize
app use. 
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As a remote worker, I would like to find a quiet
space where I can complete professional work
and potentially take virtual meetings in.

As a student, I would like to find a space with
an atmosphere suited towards both studying
and collaborating with other students.

As a freelancer, I would like to find a reliable
and potentially long-term base to conduct my
work from.

As a someone who is looking for a specialty
space, I would like to rent equipment I can't
usually use or afford.
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Change the text on the
placeholder into a more
informative phrase

Search Result

Users prefer the left version
without the instant book button

Reservation

Add the reservation status and
remove the repeated edit options

 Findings
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Customize filter content in the
setting

Informative Map View

Make the map view a lot more
intuitive and detailed

Time Control

Add the time slots option in
space description page

 Findings
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 QR Code Functionality

Instead of users providing staff with a QR code
to check out, users should be able to scan the
QR code provided in their workspace on their
own and check out independently. 

Back Icon 

Design a back button that takes users from
their countdown timer directly to the check
out page in order to facilitate the checkout
process.

The value in the Buzz Pass

Specify benefits and give users the reassurance
to get a satisfactory spot while booking within a
reasonable time frame



Let's get
started
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We used Figma
to create all of
our prototypes.

https://www.figma.com/proto/yKNO0X1uFYcJVaywscRwVr/Interaction-Design?node-id=543%3A3153&scaling=scale-down&page-id=522%3A415&starting-point-node-id=543%3A3153&show-proto-sidebar=1
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We would allow Buzz Pass users to
see availability for reservation-less
workplace visits.

We would improve the Work Pass.

We would create the host side.

We would spend more time on user
testing and refining.
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Thank you!


